Landscape connectivity of a noxious invasive weed: human-aided or natural dispersal? 24 25
INTRODUCTION

2010), and these separate vectors of gene flow entail the movement of different genetic states 93
(haploid vs. diploid) as well as different dispersal agents and mechanisms (i.e., wind, water, 94 animal-mediated) (Levin & Kerster 1974) . 95
96
A particularly amenable system to study the interaction between natural and human-aided 97 dispersal comes from agricultural weed populations. Agricultural weeds face a highly dynamic 98 landscape characterized by frequent spatial rearrangements (expansion of agricultural front, 99 increased fragmentation) and a constantly changing environment (crop rotation, agricultural 100 chemical use, climatic abnormalities) (Menchari et al. 2007; Meehan et al. 2011 ) that certainly 101 impact their opportunities for survival and local adaptation through its effect on population 102 connectivity (Margosian et al. 2009 ). Under these conditions, human-aided migration is expected 103 to be critical for weeds' success, but knowledge on how or if weedy plant populations are able to 104 maintain connectivity through such complex landscape matrix of croplands, grasslands, natural 105 and urban areas is limited. This is a striking omission given that agricultural weeds impose severe 106 economic costs (on the order of 33B USD per year in US agriculture alone, Pimentel et al. 2005) . 107
108
As a first step into investigating the impact of human activities on structuring genetic 109 diversity, we estimate the intensity and extent of migration from genetic data and evaluate how 110 multiple landscape features influence genetic connectivity of a noxious agricultural weed, I. 111 purpurea, using two different sets of molecular markers (nuclear microsatellites and a genome-112 weed? 2) Do human-associated landscapes disproportionally influence genetic connectivity in 116 this species, suggesting that this weed's evolutionary fate is strongly linked to human-aided 117 dispersal?, and 3) what additional insights can we gain from a broader representation of the 118 genome than traditionally used in landscape genetics studies (typically microsatellites and 119 organelle DNA)? Taken together, the answers to these questions offer deeper knowledge of the 120 interaction between human activities, landscape features, and population structure of noxious 121 weeds and hence contribute to improve effective management and control of these damaging 122 plants. More generally, these answers contribute to deepen our understanding of the interaction 123 between geographic setting and population differentiation, adaptation, and persistence (Taylor et 124 al. 1993) . 
Mauricio 2008). It is currently one of the most problematic weeds of agriculture (Webster & 140
Nichols 2012) and is capable of infestations leading to substantial decline in crop (although not 141 quantified for I. purpurea, related Ipomoea species may cause declines up to 80% of crop yield, 142 Rogers et al. 1996) . This species exhibits in general low-level resistance to the commonly used 143 herbicide glyphosate (Baucom & Mauricio 2004 , 2008 ), although the exact resistance level varies 144 widely among populations of this species (Kuester et al. 2015) . This species is also a major 145 concern for conservation given its naturalization in multiple regions throughout the world and its 146 aggressiveness as an invasive (Chaney & Baucom 2012; Fang et al. 2013) . Previous analyses of 147 its genetic diversity and differentiation using a panel of 15 nuclear microsatellite markers identify 148 limited population structure and a less-than definitive isolation-by-distance pattern (Kuester et al. 149 2015) . It remains to be seen, however, the role that landscape features, both natural and human-150 driven, play in structuring genetic variation within this species. 151
152
Data compilation 153
To capture the plausible effect of both natural and disturbed landscapes on structuring genetic 154 diversity in I. purpurea, we compiled a diverse set of GIS data for the continental US from a 155 variety of sources (Table S1 ). These data encapsulate human activities (human population 156 density, landcover, and planted crops) as well as the geographical setting of I. purpureaavailable samples (Fig. 1) . These spatial resolution and extent were chosen to maintain a practical 162 balance between scale and analytical manageability given available computational resources. To 163 reduce dimensionality, we opted to perform two separate Principal Component Analyses (PCAs) 164 on the 19 climatic and 8 soil layers, respectively. For all subsequent analyses we kept the 165 resulting first principal component of each of these analyses, which accounted for over 60% of 166 the variance and primarily summarized temperature temporal gradients and soils' pH and 167 sandiness, respectively (Table S2) . Table S3 ). All individuals were collected in 2012 from farms across the range of 174 I. purpurea in the United Sates (for further details and basic genetic variability analyses see 175 Kuester et al. 2015) . In addition, to obtain a more comprehensive representation of the genome of 176 I. purpurea and assess the robustness of results in light of coalescent and mutational variance 177 (Nielsen & Slatkin 2013), we generated a Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) dataset from a 178 subsample of individuals. In conjunction with the microsatellite data, this complementary dataset, 179 which offers a more widespread representation of this species' genome, is expected to lead to 180
To generate the NGS dataset, we constructed genome-wide Genotype By Sequencing (GBS) 184 libraries for 80 individuals sampled across 8 of localities (10 individuals per locality; Fig 1) . The 185 GBS library was developed using 7ng of genomic DNA extracted from leaf or cotyledon tissue 186 using SNPsaurus' (Oregon, USA) nextRAD technology, which uses a selective PCR primer to 187 amplify consistent genomic loci among individuals. Similarly to RAD-Seq sequences (Rowe et 188 al. 2011) in which the DNA flanking a restriction enzyme cut site is selected for amplification, 189 nextRAD amplifies sequences that correspond to the DNA downstream of a short selective 190 priming site. Samples were first fragmented and then ligated to short adapter and barcode 191 sequences using a partial Nextera reaction (Illumina; California, USA) before being amplified 192 using Phusion® Hot Start Flex DNA Polymerase (New England Biolabs; Massachusetts, USA). 193
The 80 dual-barcoded PCR-amplified samples were pooled and the resulting libraries were 194 purified using AMPure XP beads (Agencourt Bioscience Corporation; Massachusetts, USA) at 195 0.7x. The purified library was then size selected to 350-800 base pairs and sequenced using two 196 runs of an Illumina NextSeq500 sequencer (Genomics Core Facility, University of Oregon). 197
198
The resulting sequences were analytically processed by combining the reads of 16 randomly 199 selected individuals (of the 80 sequenced) to create a pseudo-reference genome. This was done 200 after removing loci with read counts above 20,000, which presumably corresponded to repetitive 201 genomic material, and loci with read counts below 100, which presumably corresponded to off-202 target or read errors. The filtered reads were aligned to each other using BBMap 203 (http://sourceforge.net/projects/bbmap/). All parameters were set to default values with the 204 exception of minimum sequence identity, which was set to 0.93 to identify alleles. A single read 205 instance was chosen to represent the locus in the pseudo-reference. This resulted in a total of 206 . CC-BY-NC-ND 4.0 International license peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. It is made available under a The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/054122 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online May. 18, 2016;  263,658 loci. All reads from each of the 80 individuals were then aligned to the pseudo-reference 207 using BBMap (http://sourceforge.net/projects/bbmap/) and converted to a vcf genotype table, 208 using Samtools (Li et al. 2009 ) and bcftools (Li 2011) , after filtering out nucleotides with a 209 quality score of 10 or worst. The resulting vcf table was filtered using vcftools (Danecek et al. 210 2011) for SNPs with a minimum allele frequency of 0.02, a minimum read depth of 5, and a 211 maximum 15% of missing data. This resulted in 9774 variable regions. Loci were further filtered 212 using vcftools to exclude loci with less than 5 high quality base-calls and with more than 20% 213 missing data or an average of less than 20 high quality base calls. This resulted in a final panel of 214 8210 Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) that we used in all subsequent analyses. 215
216
Population structure analyses 217
We first conducted a series of preliminary analyses to characterize the overall genetic 218 structure of I. purpurea. All analyses were run separately for the microsatellite (SSR, hereafter) 219 and SNP datasets given their different sampling and geographic coverage (Fig. 1) . First, we 220 examined population differentiation by estimating F ST using GenAlex v6.5 (Peakall & Smouse 221 2012) (because similar global F ST and R ST estimates were obtained for the SSR dataset, we opted 222 to report F ST values only to allow direct comparisons with the SNP dataset). We then estimated 223 contemporary effective population size for each sampled locality in NeEstimator v2 using the 224 excess heterozygous method (Do et al. 2014 ). We performed this latter analysis to assess the 225 possibility of whether effective rate of migration (Nm) may be asymmetric in response to 226 differences in population size (e.g., greater migration into satellite populations). posterior probability distributions of individual immigrant ancestries (i.e., the probability that an 250 individual is a first or second generation migrant from each of the populations in the sample). We 251 . CC-BY-NC-ND 4.0 International license peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. It is made available under a The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/054122 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online May. 18, 2016;  ran BayesAss for 6 million generations using default parameter settings, and discarded the first 2 252 million generations as burn-in (Dyer 2009 ). For each marker dataset, we repeated this analysis 3 253 times (for a total of 18 million generations) and combined the results from the 3 replicates for our 254 final inference. Then, using a posterior probability cut-off of 0.75 we assign individuals' 255 ancestry. It is important to note that because of computational limits we had to randomly 256 subsample our set of SNPs to 400 SNPs for this analysis. We complemented this analysis with a 257 spatial autocorrelation analysis run in GenAlex (Peakall & Smouse 2012) to evaluate the overall 258 spatial scale of genetic turnover. 259
260
Landscape genetics analyses 261
After assessing overall population structure of I. purpurea, we evaluated the association 262 between landscape features and genetic differentiation. To do this, we first converted our The climate, crops, elevation, landcover, population density, and soils landscape layers ( Table  273 S1) were converted into landscape resistance layers by assigning a resistance value to each 274 . CC-BY-NC-ND 4.0 International license peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. It is made available under a
The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/054122 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online May. 18, 2016;  landscape feature in these layers to reflect the difficulty that each feature offers to the movement 275 of gametes or individuals (i.e., pollen or seeds). It is important to note that in contrast to previous 276 studies that typically rely on expert opinion for resistance assignment, we utilized an unbiased 277 statistical optimization to avoid the sensitivity of results to subjective resistance assignment 278 (Spear et al. 2010) . Specifically, resistance values were optimized through a genetic algorithm 279 approach, which is a heuristic stochastic optimization algorithm that emulates the process of 280 inheritance, mutation, and natural selection (Mitchell 1996) . Briefly, in this search algorithm a 281 The set of preliminary genetic analyses indicated that I. purpurea sampled localities were 321 in no major violation of Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, as judged by the small difference between 322 expected and observed heterozygosity (mean He = 0.294±0.014 and 0.250±0.001; mean Ho = 323 0.291±0.009 and 0.260±0.001, respectively for SSR and SNP datasets). Levels of expected and 324 observed heterozygosity for the SSR dataset were only slightly greater than those estimated for 325 the SNP dataset (Table S3) . Likewise, the estimated mean effective population size per sampled 326 locality was only slightly greater and more variable for the SSR dataset than for the SNP dataset 327 (13.71±5.59, 9.49±0.13, respectively; Table S3 ), but in neither case was there salient evidence of 328 a plausible source-sink dynamic, as judged by the similar effective sizes among populations 329 (Table S3 ; Diffendorfer 1998). Accordingly, spatial structure in this species was limited, as 330 evidenced by the modest F ST estimates (0.151 and 0.140, respectively for SSR and SNP datasets) 331 and the admixed genetic composition of individuals (rather more structured in the SNP dataset; 332 variation among the inferred spatial genetic clusters explained less than 10% of the variance 335 (Table 1) . It is especially noteworthy that the inferred spatial genetic clusters were constrained to 336 geographically contiguous areas in the SNP dataset, but not in the SSR dataset (Fig. 2) . 337 338 Despite these overall similarities between datasets, estimates of recent ancestry differed 339 between them. The analysis on the SSR dataset indicated that migration among localities is 340 widespread and hardly geographically constrained, with only four localities being primarily 341 constituted of native individuals (Fig. 3a) . Across localities, on average 73.65% of individuals 342 were inferred to be 1st or 2nd generation immigrants. On the other hand, the analysis on the SNP 343 . CC-BY-NC-ND 4.0 International license peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. It is made available under a The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/054122 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online May. 18, 2016;  dataset showed that most populations have a limited number of recent immigrants, but that the 344 relatively few inferred immigrants (on average 27.42% of individuals across localities) did not 345 come exclusively from geographically proximate localities (Fig. 3c) . Nevertheless, long distance 346 migration events were estimated to be infrequent in this dataset relative to the SSR dataset, in 347 which migration across geographically spread states was common (e.g., between North Carolina 348 and Tennessee, Fig. 3a,c) . Furthermore, of the 6 localities shared between datasets only 1 was 349 similarly inferred to comprise mostly native individuals by both sets of markers; inferences for 350 the other five localities differed between datasets. Accordingly, the SSR-based pruned (Fig. 3b,d ). This relatively low complexity of the SNP-based network further confirmed the 354 inference of locally constrained migration in this dataset compared to more widespread migration 355 inferred with the SSR dataset. 356
357
In line with these findings, the spatial autocorrelation analyses indicated that genetic 358 clustering extended over wider spatial scales for the SSR dataset than for the SNP dataset (Fig.  359   S1 ). Specifically, nearby localities showed a significant tendency to be genetically similar to each 360 other up to a considerably greater distance in the case of the SSR dataset relative to the SNP 361 dataset (Fig. 3) . Furthermore, at greater distances no significant association was recovered for the 362 SNP dataset, further confirming their genetic isolation from each other, whereas a significant 363 negative association (i.e., statistical tendency to be more different from each other than expected 364 by chance) was recovered in the SSR dataset. 365
366
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Landscape genetics 367
Unsurprisingly given the distinct geographical and environmental ranges covered by each 368 dataset (Fig. 1) , the optimization of landscape resistance layers resulted in alternative optimal 369 solutions for the SSR and SNP datasets (Fig. S2) .
properties of the study system, they are constrained to the data at hand. Nevertheless, association 374 patterns that are robust to the data used are expected to better reflect the actual impact that 375 landscape features have on gene flow, independently of possible biases introduced by expert 376 opinion. Therefore, we focus below on the common biological findings between marker types, 377 while also denoting the most relevant differences. Such differences likely reflect not only the 378 different environmental ranges covered by each dataset, but most importantly, the particular 379 genetic connectivity pattern captured by each one of them (Fig. 3) . 380
381
In spite of the underlying differences in inferred population connectivity (Fig. 3) , some of 382 the resulting landscape resistance layers roughly resemble their counterpart in the other dataset in 383 terms of their relative resistance allocation (Fig. S2 ). There were some landscape features that 384 showed consistent resistance patterns between datasets. For example, cotton-dominated areas and 385 woody savannas were recovered as highly permeable landscape features, whereas areas 386 dominated with soybean fields, evergreen forests, open shrublands, and grasslands were 387 recovered as highly resistant landscape features. This difference between the permeability of 388 different crop and landcover features matches the prevalence and distribution of these features 389
across the study area. Soybean dominated areas occupied over 8.7% of the study area and were 390 most prevalent in its northwestern portion, where I. purpurea, being primarily a subtropical vine 391 (Fang et al. 2013) , is less prevalent. On the other hand, cotton-dominated areas occupied 0.8% of 392 the study area and were concentrated in its southern portion, including areas of high I. purpurea 393 concentration. Likewise, woody savannas represented 10.8% of the study system and were 394 constrained to the southern portion of it, whereas evergreen forests, open shrublands, and 395 grasslands represent together 1.1% of the study system and are prevalent in areas where I. 396 purpurea, being mainly found on agricultural fields, gardens, and roadsides (Defelice 2001) , is 397 absent. Hence, these landscape associations most likely reflected the environmental preferences 398 of I. purpurea, as environments where this species thrives coincided with environments with a 399 low resistance assigned, whereas environments unoccupied by this species were assigned greater 400
resistances. 401 402
Given the differences in sampling between datasets (Fig. 1) , the most revealing patterns 403 were similar landscape variables identified as significant (or marginally significant) predictors of 404 genetic differentiation in I. purpurea across datasets (Table 2 ). Both datasets pointed towards 405 human-impacted landscapes playing an important direct role in shaping genetic connectivity in 406 this species. While in both sets of MLPE.lmm models, natural (climate, elevation, and soils) and 407 human-related landscapes (landcover and human population density) were identified as 408 significant or marginally significant predictors of genetic similarity between localities, the 409 variable with the greatest association coefficient and lowest AICc value in these models was in 410 both cases a variable closely linked to human presence (landcover in the SSR dataset, and human 411 population density in the SNP dataset; Table 2 ). In contrast, the dbRDA analyses showed that 412 .
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none of these features were consistently recovered as a significant predictor of genetic similarity 413 in the SNP dataset, especially after accounting for geographic distance between populations-414 even though geographic distance by itself was not a significant predictor of genetic structure in 415 this species (i.e., no isolation by distance pattern was recovered). Yet, when considering all 416 variables together in a multivariate manner while accounting for geographic distance, human 417 population density was the only variable that remained a significant or marginally significant 418 predictor of population structure across both SSR and SNP datasets (Table 2) . Specifically, these 419 results indicated that, after considering other landscape variables, human-population-density 420 resistance was associated with population differentiation across datasets, with high and low 421 populated areas identified as less favorable areas for migration (although conductance optimum 422 for the SNP dataset was notably lower than for the SSR datasets; Fig. 4) . Accordingly, the 423 
0.261), respectively). 429 430
In addition to population density, climate was also recovered as a significant predictor of 431 genetic dissimilarity across analyses on the SSR dataset but not for the SNP dataset (Table 3) -432 most likely because of the lack of northern samples, from colder areas, for the latter dataset (Fig.  433   1) . Specifically, the first component of the climate PCA (see methods above), which primarily 434 summarized temperature variation, was consistently associated with genetic differentiation (Table  435 .
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3), with intermediates values identified as a barrier to dispersal. Warmer areas were identified as 436
the most conducive to dispersal, followed by colder areas-the latter pattern exclusively driven 437 by connectivity between the northernmost localities (Fig. 4) . The corresponding resistance-based 438 conductance map showed a less spatially constrained distribution of permeable areas with 439 connections between southern and between northern localities, and a strong barrier between them 440 (Fig. S3) . Taken together, the population structure analyses indicated limited to moderately high 445 (depending on the molecular marker) global levels of genetic differentiation in I. purpurea and 446 non-geographically structured migration. This non-geographically structured migration was 447 inferred to be rather rare when using the SNP dataset (Fig. 3) . These results suggest that broadly 448 distributed populations of this agricultural weed are generally genetically distinct, but there is 449 some indication of long-distance and putatively human-mediated migration between localities, as 450 suggested by the recovered association between human population density and genetic similarity. 451
Such levels of differentiation and long-distance migration strongly contrast with this species' 452 patchy distribution, which is tightly linked to isolated agricultural patches that are surrounded by 453 a complex matrix of natural and urbanized areas. As suggested by the landscape genetics 454 analyses, this matrix does seem to impact connectivity in this species. Specifically, climate and 455 human population density were robustly recovered as predictors of genetic connectivity in this 456 species. Of these landscape variables, climate has a stronger effect, as judged by its greater 457 MRDM coefficient, but only when considering the SSR dataset, which covers the northern 458 .
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The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/054122 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online May. 18, 2016; portion of the range (Table 3) . Otherwise, population density was the only variable across 459 datasets with a marginally significant effect-even after accounting for multiple tests. Along with 460 the recovered pattern of landscape features of high and low permeability, in particular in regards 461 to crop types (Fig. S2) , this finding highlights the important role that humans play in structuring 462 populations of this species. In addition, the results highlight how inferences about population 463 structure and patterns of connectivity are dataset-dependent, with marked differences becoming 464 apparent only after careful dissection of roughly similar F ST and heterozygosity estimates across 465 molecular markers. Below, we detail each of these novel findings and place them in the context 466 of agricultural weed movement across the landscape, invasive species, and landscape genetics 467 2004), this finding is not as straightforward as it seems. In particular, the fact that human 478 population density is an informative predictor throughout the entire sampled distribution, whereas 479 climate seems to mainly represent a gene flow barrier between southern and northern I. purpurea 480 sites (Fig. S1 ) highlights the influence that humans have on structuring the populations of this 481 .
The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/054122 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online May. 18, 2016;  species and helps to discern the factors involved in the spread of this noxious weed. In this sense, 482 the results point towards humans not only as likely responsible for the introduction of this weed 483 into the United States (Fang et al. 2013 ), but also as responsible for facilitating its current spatial 484 connectivity, and hence its opportunities for thriving in the complex landscapes it inhabits. As 485 evidenced by the inferred landscape conductivity, human population density seems to primarily considering that i) the horticultural trade has been recognized as the main source of invasive 492 introductions and spread in the United States (Lehan et al. 2013) , ii) that I. purpurea is an 493 appreciated horticultural species (Fang et al. 2013) , and that, given current agricultural practices, 494 crop seed contamination is unlikely to be a major factor (Economic Research Service 1998), it is 495 probable that ornamentals' trade between population centers may help explain both the long 496 distance dispersal events recovered in both datasets (Fig. 3) and the local clustering (Fig. 4) . 497
Alternatively, the impact of human populations on the distribution and abundance of bumblebees 498 While further analyses are needed to elucidate the ultimate causes behind the recovered 504 association between human population density and genetic dissimilarity in I. purpurea, our 505 findings bring much needed information to limit the spread of this noxious weed. Our findings 506
are not only relevant to I. purpurea and to the evolution of herbicide resistance in this species 507 (i.e., is herbicide resistance evolving independently across populations or is it being disseminated 508 through human-aided migration?), but also has important implications for other weeds of 509 agricultural concern as well as other human-exploiter species (Blair 2001 role that environmental setting plays in structuring genetic diversity. Our analyses take advantage 523 of recent methodological developments i) that surpass the need of arbitrary landscape resistance 524 assignment that make inferences sensitive to subjectivity of expert opinion (Dyer 2015a) , ii) that 525 account for the indirect genetic similarity of populations (Dyer & Nason 2004) , and iii) that use 526 . purpurea, recommendations would be quite different depending on whether gene flow is believed 538 to be relatively widespread (as inferred by the SSR dataset) or whether it is believed to be 539 minimal (as inferred by the SNP dataset). In this example, it is clear that evidence-based 540 conservation would clearly benefit from recognizing the current uncertainty in regards to the 541 exact population connectivity as opposed to automatically relying on a single-marker story. 542
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Given recent advances in next generation sequencing, it seems straightforward to focus on 543 landscape genomics instead of few loci. Hence, development of methods for explicitly integrating 544 inferences from multiple genome regions, as it is customary in population genetics, would be of 545 great value. 546 547 Even more important, the differences identified between markers offer the opportunity to 548 explore the underlying causes for such differences and hence a more in-depth understanding of 549 .
the landscape influences on species' genetic structure. While it is theoretically possible that the 550 differences in inference between the two markers are exclusively driven by the particular 551 geographic sampling of each dataset, the robust differences that we report between the localities 552 and regions common to both datasets renders this possibility unlikely. A second alternative is that 553 the differences are driven by the different mutation rates underlying the two type of markers 554
(Wang 2010, but see Bohonak and Vandergast 2011). This time-differential hypothesis is based 555
on the argument that SSR mutation rates are typically estimated to be in the 10e -3 -10e -4 range, 556 whereas SNP mutation rates, although harder to estimate given their occurrence in multiple 557 heterogeneous genomic regions (Lercher & Hurst 2002) , are typically presumed to be on average 558 much lower. Nonetheless, given mutational rates are still on the scale of thousand of years and 559 up, most genetic variation seen in current populations would precede the temporal window of the 560 majority of landscape genetics studies. It is then the sorting of standing genetic variation, rather 561 than the mutation rate, what would primarily drive genetic dissimilarity between current 562 subpopulations of a species. Such sorting is thus expected to be specific to different genomic 563 regions. That is, because of the genome-wide coverage of SNPs and the independent evolutionary 564 trajectories of SSR and SNP loci, recombination, effective population sizes, and other relevant 565 evolutionary parameters are expected to be highly heterogeneous across loci, which can play an 566 important role in the pace at which each loci segregates, making it unclear which temporal scale 567 would be reflected by each dataset (Ennos 1994 of individual subpopulations as we recovered (Fig. 3) . Instead, it seems more likely that the 588 obvious structure recovered in the SNP dataset reflects the isolation driven by the complex 589 agricultural matrix I. purpurea inhabits and the role that human intervention has had on its 590 evolutionary trajectory (e.g., by facilitating long distance dispersal events; Fig. 3 ). Yet, further 591
analyses (see below) are needed to test this hypothesis. 
